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ABSTRACT
Circuit breakers are frequently deployed in microservice applications to improve their reliability. They achieve this by
short circuiting RPC invocations issued to overloaded or failing services, thereby relieving pressure on those services and
allowing them to recover. In this paper, we systematically
examine the state of the art in industrial circuit breakers designs. We first present a taxonomy of existing, open-source
circuit breaker designs and implementations based on a systematic mapping study. We then examine the relationship
between these circuit breaker designs and application reliability. We make a clear case that incorrect application of
circuit breakers to an application can hurt reliability in the
process of trying to improve it. To address the deficiencies
in the state of the art, we propose two new circuit breaker
designs and provide guidance on how to properly structure
microservice applications for the best circuit breaker use. Finally, we identify several open challenges in circuit breaker
usage and design for future researchers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The widespread adoption of both microservice architectures
and cloud computing services have forced developers to deal
with a new type of application complexity: partial failure,
where one or more of the services that their application depends on to provide service to customers may be unavailable
or malfunctioning. As a result of this new complexity, the
developers of these applications have been forced to adopt
both fault injection and fault tolerance techniques in order to
ensure the reliability of their application.
Fault injection is typically used to identify vulnerabilities
in application code before [36] and after [49] deployment
to production. One example is identifying latent application
bugs, activated by the unavailability of a service dependency,
as part of functional testing [36]. Fault tolerance both compliments and leverages fault injection by ensuring that a fault
does not propagate to other services and result in a cascading
failure of the application. For example, when an undetected
latent application bug is activated by the unavailability of
a dependency, checking that the invoking service dynamically re-configures itself to avoid invoking the unavailable
dependency until it becomes available again.
The desired outcome from the use of fault tolerance in
microservice applications is to ensure that application code
can both tolerate and react, in an application-specific way, to
both non-fatal and fatal errors of service dependencies. For
example, by hiding malfunctioning features in the case of
non-fatal errors, or asking the user to retry their request later
or to contact customer support in the case of fatal errors.
Rather unfortunately, the fault tolerance techniques used
today are primitive in design, focusing primarily on the failure of an entire service instead of considering the case where
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only a single method of a service may be malfunctioning
due to an application bug (i.e., runtime exception.) Under
this design assumption, one such fault tolerance technique,
circuit breakers, may simultaneously reduce the reliability of
an application, while trying to improve it, by dynamically reconfiguring the application to avoid invoking all methods of
a dependency when only certain methods of that dependency
are producing errors. This specific case represents a growing concern, as the incremental development and increased
deployment cadence, common to microservice applications,
results in an increased chance of shipping bugs that affect
only a subset of a given service’s functionality.
Inspired by observations made at DoorDash, a food ordering and delivery platform built using a microservice architecture composed of over 500 services, we systematically
examine the state of the art of one of the most commonly
used fault tolerance techniques for microservice applications
today: circuit breakers. We develop a taxonomy of existing
circuit breaker designs and identify two key properties that
may impact their successful application for fault tolerance:
first, their scope, or where the circuit breakers can be applied
in application code, and their transparency, whether the application or use of a circuit breaker is visible in application
code. We use this taxonomy to examine the relationship between circuit breaker design and application reliability. We
demonstrate that, when it comes to using circuit breakers
to contain failures as a result of application bugs, that all
existing designs are at odds with commonly used abstraction
mechanisms in modern, high-level programming languages.
We identify two clear outcomes of this tension between
circuit breaker usage and abstraction. First, application developers must perform extra, and often redundant, work in
order to achieve the proper fault tolerance scope when failure inevitably occurs. This work may not be immediately
obvious to developers when adding new features if the application of the circuit breaker is in shared functions that
are being reused, but not directly modified. Second, that
transparency, while a desirable property, may complicate the
correct scoping of circuit breakers by hiding its usage from
application developers. With transparency, application developers may not even be aware that code with a circuit breaker
needs refactoring nor that a circuit breaker is present.
Finally, to address this tension, we propose two new circuit
breaker designs that mitigate the impact of abstraction on
circuit breaker scope — thereby enabling code reuse and
reducing duplication — and provide guidance on selection
of the correct design based on the application structure.

2

BACKGROUND: MICROSERVICES

Microservice architectures are the most common software
architectural style chosen by the developers of rich-web
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Figure 1: Audible, with audiobook retrieval process.

and mobile applications today. In fact, all companies in the
Fortune 50 are hiring developers to work on microservice
applications, as some component of their infrastructure or
application relies on microservices [36]. From an architectural point of view, microservice architectures decompose an
application’s implementation into separate services by business logic or feature: these services then take dependencies
on other services to deliver their functionality. Each of these
services then are developed and deployed by independent
teams to improve the delivery of software at scale [34].

2.1

Audible

To provide the reader with an understanding of how applications are structured, we use an example from our prior
work [36]. In Figure 1, we depict the microservice application behind Audible [1]. This application uses both services
that are developed by Audible and cloud services, such as
databases. We highlight the audiobook retrieval process to
demonstrate how all of the services in this microservice application work in concert to deliver end-user functionality.
When a user requests an audiobook using the Audible app,
it first issues a request to the Content Delivery Engine to find
the URL of the Content Delivery Service (CDS) that contains
the audiobook assets. The app then makes a request to that
CDS. The CDS first makes a request to the Audible Download
Service (ADS). The ADS is responsible for first verifying that
the user owns the audiobook. Next, the ADS verifies that
a DRM license can be acquired for that audiobook. Finally,
it updates statistics at the Stats service before returning a
response to the CDS. If ownership of the book cannot be
verified or a license cannot be activated, an error response
is returned to the ADS, which propagates back to the user
through an error in the client. Once the ADS completes it
work, the CDS contacts the Audio Assets service to retrieve
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the audiobook assets. Then, the CDS contacts the Asset Metadata Service to retrieve associated metadata. Finally, these
assets are returned to the user’s app for playback.
To understand how partial failure can result in application
outages when not tolerated, we describe an outage that Audible experienced between 2017-2018. There is an assumption
that if an audiobook exists in the system and the assets are
available, the metadata will also be available. However, this
may not always be the case. In fact, and as demonstrated
in [36], this precise fault can be detected through fault prevention techniques that use fault injection. The developers
may choose to either specifically write error handling for
this case or ignore the fault under the assumption that this
invariant will never be violated. However, in this outage the
invariant was violated, for reasons not disclosed by Audible
and are presumably related to operator or database error.
This resulted in a cascading failure and subsequent outage
of the Audible application. The outage is a result of several
faults. Starting with the lack of error handling, a generic
error is propagated back to the mobile application that, upon
receiving the generic error, assumes the failure was transient
and consequently retries the request a finite number of times.
When all of the retries return failure, a generic error is provided back to the user in the mobile application that causes
the user to issue a retry. This combination of user-initiated
retries for requests that will ultimately fail, paired with the
combination of a popular audiobook, is enough to exhaust
available compute capacity and cause the application to fail.
Takeaways. If the developers had used a fault tolerance
technique, such as a circuit breaker, it could have prevented
the system from processing client-initiated retries upon repeated failure through dynamic reconfiguration. However,
use of a circuit breaker in this case requires proper scoping.
For example, this circuit breaker would have to prevent further requests for that specific audiobook. A circuit breaker
applied too broadly — to the request that is used to retrieve
any audiobook — would have effectively induced an application outage while simultaneously trying to prevent one.
Therefore, developers must be aware of application structure
when selecting and implementing a circuit breaker.

2.2

DoorDash

DoorDash is a food ordering and delivery platform built
using a microservice architecture composed of over 500 services, primarily written in the Kotlin programming language,
which runs on the JVM. Our decision to adopt microservices
was made to improve developer productivity at scale [6].
Each service in our microservice application platform provides a specific set of functionality that is grouped by business logic (e.g., ordering, delivery) and the software lifecycle
for those services are managed by an independent team.
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While DoorDash has only just started our journey into
fault prevention through the use of fault injection [19], we
rely heavily on load shedding and circuit breaking to ensure
the fault tolerance of our platform. More specifically, we
combine cluster orchestration, circuit breaking, and load
shedding towards achieving our reliability goals.
Cluster orchestration is used to support rolling deploys
of services where those services are deployed into replica
sets using load balancers to distributed load across all of the
instances in the replica set. Services are automatically health
checked and removed from the cluster when malfunctioning
or are in a failed state due to a crash failure. Auto-scaling
rules and restart policies are used to ensure that a minimum
set of nodes are operational at any given time.
Load shedding is used at each service instance to ensure
that services refuse, or short-circuit, incoming requests when
the service is either already overloaded or at risk of an overload should they process the incoming request.
Circuit breaking at each service is used to prevent repeated invocation of a failing or malfunctioning service by
dynamically re-configuring the application to short-circuit
the remote call until the remote service begins functioning
properly. However, since remote calls are automatically retried at least once — only in the event of a failure response
and not a timeout error which may indicate a failure of a
transitive dependency — and since cluster orchestration automatically removes instances that are failing their health
checks, more often than not the retried request will succeed
because it will be routed a non-crashed replica upon retry.
Takeaways. Circuit breakers are used to minimize the impact of service dependencies that may be malfunctioning
in application code and not affect all methods of the dependent service. For example, application bugs that trigger
runtime exceptions such as ArrayOutOfBoundsException
or NullPointerException due to the arguments provided
by the invoker or cascading failures due to application bugs
triggered by transitive downstream dependencies.

3

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Two commonly used fault tolerance techniques used in microservice applications are circuit breakers and load shedding.
Circuit breakers [41, 47], named after their electrical circuit counterparts [20], are implemented where a dependency
is invoked, in order to prevent repeated invocation when the
remote service either fails to respond, responds too slowly,
or returns a failure response too often. Load shedding [25, 26,
39, 52], also named after the similar technique used by electrical power companies (i.e., rolling blackout [21]) to avoid
system risk by limiting access to electrical power, is typically
implemented at the invoked service, where requests can be
short-circuited by immediately returning an error if a service
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is in an already overloaded condition or risks overloading if
it processes the request. Previous academic work has considered these two variations of the same mechanism, with the
former being an instance of a client-side circuit breaker and
the latter an instance of a server-side circuit breaker [28, 40].
Circuit breakers have seen adoption as a fault tolerance
technique in large, industrial microservice applications such
as Netflix, with their open-source Hystrix [14] library. While
early designs of circuit breakers required developers to wrap
invocations to remote services in conditional branches and
manually increment success or failure counters used by the
conditional’s predicate, the momentum is shifting away from
this design. Hystrix [14], for example uses method annotations in Java to guard invocations to that method using a
circuit breaker. The circuitbreaker [11] library in Python
uses a similar annotation-based design. One obvious assumption of this design is that circuit breaking should be performed at the level of the method issuing the remote procedure call (RPC). However, this design is problematic when
the method used to invoke the RPC is either parameterized
or overloaded to support reuse by multiple callers who may
be invoking different RPC methods on the same service or
different RPC methods on different services.
Most recently, Netflix has spearheaded an initiative within
Envoy [10], a communication proxy for microservice applications that is commonly used in combination with the Kubernetes [13] cluster manager, to integrate circuit breakers
directly into the infrastructure layer. This design eliminates
the need for manual developer-written annotations, thereby
giving developers circuit breakers “for free.” This design
could be seen as a reaction to the potential ad-hoc and error
prone use of circuit breakers that require manual annotations: for example, where a developer may simply fail to
implement one where necessary and leave the application
open to a cascading failure as a result of a unhandled fault.
Transparency may also adversely affect scoping by failing to
alert the developer through a visual cue that a certain application abstraction choice — for example, method indirection,
if transparency is used in the application — is not compatible
with the current circuit breaker design.
Generally speaking, circuit breakers interpose on the RPCs
that are issued between two different services. They observe
the responses from each RPC issued by the service and accumulate counters for various metrics such as response time,
number of errors received, and number of outstanding requests using a sliding window. If implemented in the application, this interposition is typically either done using automatic instrumentation provided by the language runtime,
through the use of interceptors or decorators, or explicitly
by inspecting the request and response prior to, and after, an
RPC invocation. If implemented in the infrastructure, this
interposition is typically done using a proxy service.

Circuit breakers start in the closed state where RPCs are
issued as normally. If response times or error counts exceed a
threshold within this window, the circuit moves into an open
state where RPCs are short-circuited and a predetermined
error response is returned to the application to indicate that
the circuit is open. From there, circuit breakers eventually,
dependent on their configuration, move into the half-open
state where some requests are allowed through in order
to determine if the circuit should move back into a closed
state: this is the circuit breaker’s initial state. From there, any
subsequent failure moves it back into the open state.
Implementations may provide the ability [16, 17] to perform the process of determining whether a circuit should
move back into the closed state asynchronously using an
API provided by the invoked service. This is commonly referred to as a health check. These health check APIs may
be provided by a cluster orchestration system (e.g., Kubernetes [13]) or by the service itself, if the health of the service
is based on non-trivial application logic or the availability
of other dependent services or data stores. In short, these
health checks return either a success or error response based
on whether the service is able to accept more requests using
cluster state, service state, or other application metrics.

3.1

Taxonomy Construction

Our methodology for taxonomy construction is both motivated by our experience of deploying and debugging circuit
breakers in production and builds upon a previous academic
systematic mapping study [28]. The taxonomy is not meant
to be comprehensive. Rather, this paper focuses specifically
on a software engineering perspective: abstraction, when
applying circuit breakers to application code.
3.1.1 Methodology. To identify circuit breaker implementations, we used our own experience at DoorDash with deploying circuit breakers augmented with the implementations
identified by the Falahah et al. [28] study.
In terms of infrastructure-level circuit breakers, we were
only aware of one design, implemented in Envoy as an
“adaptive concurrency control filter” [5] and both integrated
in Kubernetes and packaged together as Istio. This is the
infrastructure-level circuit breaker that we have started using at DoorDash. In terms of application-level circuit breakers, we combined our own knowledge of applying circuit
breakers at DoorDash with the implementations identified
by the aforementioned systematic mapping study.
For each application-level implementation, we used their
open-source documentation to identify how each circuit
breaker could be used. We were specifically concerned with
two aspects of use. First, how the circuit breaker could be applied in application code. For example, by wrapping the RPC
invocation in a conditional based on circuit breaker state,
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applying to a method that encapsulated an RPC invocation,
or attaching to an RPC client. Second, whether the circuit
breaker was visible in application code or applied automatically by a supporting library, framework, or other automatic
instrumentation method. These categories emerged from the
data organically and were refined as each implementation
was examined as necessary.

3.2

Taxonomy

Circuit breakers may be implemented in either the application- or in the infrastructure-layer. Application-layer circuit
breakers may be used explicitly or transparently. Transparent
usage does not require developers implement circuit breakers in the application code, but are installed through some
manner of automatic instrumentation or use of an external
library. Explicit usage requires that developers manually install them in application code at the call site, surrounding
function, or elsewhere. Circuit breakers may be installed at
the callsite, the encapsulating method, or on the RPC client.
3.2.1 Explicit. There are three explicit circuit breakers, of
increasing coarseness: callsite, method, and client.
A callsite-explicit circuit breaker is installed directly at an
RPC invocation site and wraps the invocation using a conditional. This conditional reads the state of the circuit breaker
to determine whether or not to actually invoke the RPC. Developers are responsible for incrementing both success and
failure counters that are used by the conditional’s predicate
to control the circuit breaker’s state. For example, Akka’s
CircuitBreaker [3] for Java, Ameria’s CircuitBreaker [4]
for Java, App-vNext’s Polly for .NET [7], circuitbreaker [15]
for Go, Comcasts’s jrugged [8] for Java, and pybreaker [9]
for Python can all be used explicitly at each callsite.
A method-explicit circuit breaker is installed using annotations on a method invoking an RPC. This annotation
indicates the thrown exceptions or return values that should
increment the error counter used by the circuit breaker. For
example, Netflix’s Hystrix [14] for Java, Resilience4j [18] for
Java, App-vNext’s Polly for .NET [7], and pybreaker [9] for
Python all provide the ability to decorate methods or other
functional (e.g., lambda) interfaces.
A client-explicit circuit breaker is installed by explicitly
adding a decorator on the RPC client (e.g., gRPC interceptor, HTTP client decorator) to enable the circuit breaker.
This circuit breaker can be shared across multiple clients,
if in a programming language that shares objects by reference. For example, Ameria’s CircuitBreaker [4] for Java,
Resilience4j [18] for Java, App-vNext’s Polly for .NET [7],
and circuitbreaker [15] for Go all allow circuit breakers
to decorate a RPC client.
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Client-explicit circuit breakers can also be used differently
by the application, either by sharing a single client or instantiating different clients where needed in the application.
With a 1 client-explicit circuit breaker, a single client is used
for multiple RPCs from different call sites. This may be important to reduce overhead of establishing a new RPC client,
resolving DNS, and potentially setting up required TLS connections. With an N client-explicit circuit breaker, a new RPC
client is used for each RPC invocation. Rather obviously,
when a new client is used at each invocation site, the circuit
breaker is equivalent to a callsite-explicit circuit breaker.

3.2.2 Transparent. Any design can be made transparent by
abstraction (e.g., a client library used by developers for the
creation of RPC clients) or through the use of automatic
instrumentation. Typically, these implementations are not
open-source, but kept private for internal use, as they contain
logic specific to that company’s RPC usage. Therefore, we
highlight one example that demonstrates an implementation
strategy that is widely used.
A client-transparent circuit breaker is the same as a clientexplicit circuit breaker using decorators or interceptors, but
is automatically installed through automatic instrumentation (e.g., javaagent) or inclusion of a third party RPC library with the circuit breaker already attached. For example,
DoorDash’s Hermes [2], a RPC library that wraps GRPC
invocations, automatically attaches circuit breakers to each
RPC client using decorators. Similar to client-explicit circuit
breakers, it can be used in the 1 client or N client style.
We did not find any instances of a method-transparent or
a callsite-transparent circuit breaker. This does not indicate
that these designs do not exist or have not been implemented,
but rather states that none of the implementations that we
examined exhibited these designs. We provide a description
below on why we believe these designs may not exist.
A method-transparent circuit breaker would be automatically installed at each method that invokes an RPC. This
may be non-trivial for several reasons in practice.
First, while a static analysis may be able to identify where
RPCs are defined in application code, this relies on knowing precisely what libraries, classes, modules, methods, or
functions called by the application result in RPCs. This is
complicated by RPC mechanisms that use code generation,
as the circuit breaker library would have to be aware of
application-specific RPC stub classes that are generated at
compile time, in order for this to be complete.
Further complicating the analysis is the use of higherorder functions in modern high-level programming languages
where methods or functions can be passed between functions to be executed later. This would require a sufficiently
advanced intraprocedural analysis at or before compile time,
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which may not be possible nor practical, and would necessarily have to either under- or over-approximate where these
calls are made to keep the analysis tractable.
Once the analysis is completed, the circuit breakers would
have to be automatically installed at either compile time
— through bytecode transformations, macro application, or
using a technique like aspect-oriented programming.
A client-transparent circuit breaker would be automatically
installed at each callsite where an RPC is invoked. Similar
to the method-transparent circuit breaker, it would require
a similar analysis and the same bytecode transformation
or macro application required to rewrite this code to use a
circuit breaker. This circuit breaker would provide both the
most granular scope, that of the precise callsite where the
RPC invocation occurs, and minimize developer overhead
in using the circuit breaker through transparent application.
In that respect, out of the possible designs outlined in this
section, it is the most desirable.
3.2.3 Sensitivity. Sensitivity is the property that indicates
how the circuit breaker state — the counters that determine
state transitions between open, closed, and half-open — is
partitioned with respect to the RPC that is being invoked.
For example, whether that circuit breaker is sensitive to the
invoked service, the RPC method, or the arguments provided
to the RPC when invoked.
In the majority of cases, sensitivity is inherited from the
circuit breaker’s scope. For example, when using a clientexplicit circuit breaker, all RPCs that are issued using that
client, despite the specific RPC method or arguments provided, will affect a single state for that circuit breaker. Therefore, any failures of one RPC method will be counted against
the circuit breaker used for all RPC methods. Similarly, a
method-explicit circuit breaker used on a method that is parameterized for the RPC service, method, and arguments to
invoke, will increment success and failure counters for any
and all RPCs issued by that method.
When it comes to circuit breakers that are scoped to the
callsite, it depends on the transparency. For example, with a
client-explicit circuit breaker, the developer has control over
when the success and failure counters are incremented, as
they are incremented manually. Therefore, they may choose
to increment the success and failure counters based on arbitrary conditions, along with the returned value from the
RPC invocation. With the client-transparent circuit breaker,
success and failure counters would have to be incremented
uniformly, as it is generally undecidable to determine what
in-scope variables are used to represent the RPC service, RPC
methods, and RPC arguments when issuing the RPC. This is
true because different methods used to issue RPCs may take
parameters in different positions or use global variables to
alter execution at runtime.

3.2.4 Modifying Sensitivity. One example of a circuit breaker
implementation that allows for modifications of the sensitivity is Armeria’s circuit breaker. Using a CircuitBreakerRule
at the location where the circuit breaker is instantiated, developers are able to specify that a circuit breaker should be
sensitive to the RPC host, RPC method, or RPC path. These
terms can be a bit confusing in practice as Armeria’s circuit
breaker client is designed specifically for HTTP requests, but
can be used with gRPC, as HTTP is the underlying transport
mechanism for gRPC. Therefore, when issuing a HTTP-based
RPC request, the host is the destination DNS or IP name, the
method is one of the HTTP verbs (e.g., GET, PUT, POST)
and the path is the URI, excluding scheme and port. For
gRPC, host represents the hostname of the gRPC endpoint,
the method is the name of the RPC method, and the path a
combination of RPC service name — taken from the generated gRPC stub — and RPC method. Finally, developers can
also use a custom function to prepend or append strings to
these attributes to partition circuit breakers in the manner
they wish.

3.3

DoorDash

At DoorDash, our Hermes library [2] — an application-level
client-transparent circuit breaker library — is built on top of
Armeria’s circuit breaker library. Its usage in most applications follows an N-client style, where a single RPC client is
reused for repeated RPC calls; however, at least one client
exists per invoked RPC service. For example, callers must provide the RPC service’s definition when retrieving an RPC
client, thereby forcing at least one client per RPC service that
is invoked. In general, we cannot prevent developers from
retrieving more than a single client per RPC service.
It associates a circuit breaker with each client generated by
the library and provides a default configuration for that circuit breaker containing thresholds and the errors that should
be considered when incrementing the success and failure
counters. Because it is a transparent circuit breaker, application developers working in service code do not see any code
related to circuit breakers at all, unless they provide a overridden circuit breaker configuration at the location where
they retrieve the client from the library: this is typically done
using dependency injection in the code that initializes the
service. In the majority of cases, circuit breaker configurations are not changed through the use of overrides.
The circuit breakers that are associated with each client
are scoped using the perPath circuit breaker rule to provide
sensitivity to both the invoked RPC service and method. This
rule is shared across both gRPC and HTTP clients, thereby
providing sensitivity to service and method for gRPC, but
with more sensitivity for HTTP methods than just the HTTP
verb. Since RPCs are issued to service names that resolve
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to load balancer instances that distribute requests across a
pool of nodes, they are not sensitive to the individual host.
Instead, cluster orchestration and health checks are used to
handle and respond to crash failures of individual instances.
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@orders.method("create")
def order_creation(...):
try:
res = rpc(auth, "create", [order_id, amount])
return order_id
except Exception as e:
// ...

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.4

Takeaways

When it comes to using circuit breakers as a fault tolerance
mechanism for application bugs, the key is maximizing circuit breaker sensitivity. For example, bugs may affect a single
RPC method of a service or may be dependent on the arguments provided to that method. However, as we have seen,
sensitivity is often tied to the scope of the circuit breaker.
Transparency, a property that is orthogonal to both the
scope and the sensitivity of the circuit breaker, is a desirable property for organizations. It mitigates the risk of a
developer forgetting to use circuit breakers in their code,
which would leave the application open to risks of cascading
failures or other outages. In practice, transparency is only
achievable with certain scopes: for example, through the use
of an infrastructure-level (e.g., Envoy) or a client-transparent
application-level (e.g., DoorDash’s Hermes) circuit breaker.
As we will demonstrate using the following two case studies, the impact on sensitivity is not just related to scope,
but is further exacerbated through abstraction use in the
application code itself.

4

CASE STUDY #1: INDIRECTION

In order to demonstrate the impact of application design and
abstraction on circuit breaker choice and it’s sensitivity, we
present the first of two different case studies. These case
studies are inspired by observations on application design
and circuit breaker usage at DoorDash. They have been both
abstracted and simplified for confidentiality and exposition.
An implementation of these examples in Python is available
as an extension to the Filibuster microservice application
corpus [36] on GitHub [12].
For this case study, we consider the simplified case where
customers can place delivery orders through a mobile application. In this example, the creation, modification, and
cancellation of orders is performed by a service in their microservice architecture: orders.
One possible implementation of the orders service, presented in Pythonesque pseudocode, is depicted in Figure 2.
Here, orders exposes three RPC endpoints: create, update,
and delete. Each of these three endpoints takes a dependency on the auth service in order to manage the life cycle of
the payment that is associated with the order. We draw the
reader’s attention specifically to the delete endpoint that is
used for order cancellation. When the orders service receives
a request to cancel an order, it first performs some business
logic and then issues an RPC to the auth service to cancel the

7
8

@orders.method("update")
def order_modification(...):
res = rpc(auth, "update", [order_id, amount])

9
10
11
12

@orders.method("delete")
def order_cancellation(order_id : String):
res = rpc(auth, "delete", [order_id])

13
14
15

Figure 2: Orders service (abr.) with 3 RPC methods.
def order_creation(...):
res = issue_auth_rpc("create", [order_id, amount])

1
2
3

def order_modification(...):
res = issue_auth_rpc("update", [order_id, amount])

4
5
6

def order_cancellation(order_id : String):
res = issue_auth_rpc("delete", [order_id])

7
8
9

def issue_auth_rpc(method, args)
return rpc(auth, method, args)

10
11

Figure 3: Figure 2 (abr.) with function indirection.
@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_rpc(method, args):

1
2

Figure 4: Figure 3 (abr.) with method-explicit CB.
def order_creation(...):
res = issue_auth_create_rpc([order_id, amount])

1
2
3

@circuit(expected_exception=AuthCreateRPCException)
def issue_auth_create_rpc(args):
return rpc(auth, 'create', args)

4
5
6

Figure 5: Figure 2 (abr.) with proper sensitivity.
payment for the cancelled order. If that succeeds, it responds
with a success; otherwise, it returns an error that propagates
back to the user and asks them to try again. In Figure 3, we
depict an application of method indirection used to reduce
duplication: we highlight the changes from Figure 2.

4.1

Adding Circuit Breakers

At this point, the developer might want to install a circuit
breaker to guard against the unavailability or malfunctioning of the auth service. To do this, the developer chooses
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a popular circuit breaker library; in our example, we use
the circuitbreaker library for Python, one example of a
method-explicit circuit breaker. In Figure 4, we highlight the
modifications needed to install this circuit breaker. Here,
the circuit breaker annotation that is placed on the method
issuing the RPC denotes that any time a RPCException is
thrown, the circuit breaker’s error counter should increase;
any other thrown exceptions should not increment the circuit breaker’s counters. We imagine that RPCException represents a generic exception base type for all possible RPC
exceptions. There are two problems with this approach.
(1) First, this design assumes that all RPCs issued by the
orders service using the issue_auth_rpc helper to different methods of the auth service, will all throw the
same exceptions. This simply may not be true. For example, RPCs may use different exception types to indicate
different error conditions, where only a subset of types,
depending on invoked service or method, should affect
the circuit breakers counters. Similarly, exceptions may
be parameterized with different error codes, as is the case
with gRPC, where only a subset of the possible parameterizations should affect circuit breaker counters. In the
case of gRPC specifically, the application may not want
to affect circuit breaker counters on a gRPC exception
where the error code indicates resource not found, as this
may be an non-fatal error condition for this application —
this is in direct comparison to the Audible example where
a resource not found indicates a fatal error. Therefore,
the method indirection used in this example implies that
all RPC failures should be treated in the same manner.
(2) Second, if an application bug in the auth service happens
to cause just one particular RPC method to return errors
(i.e., delete), the circuit breaker will short-circuit all RPCs
to the auth service (i.e., create, update, delete) even when
the other two endpoints may not be malfunctioning. In
short, our reliability measures have disabled correctly
functioning endpoints when trying to prevent against the
malfunctioning of one specific endpoint. Therefore, the
method indirection used in this example implies that all
RPC failures exhibited by the specific method executing
the RPC should be treated in the same manner.
In short, if all failures are treated similarly (1), and some
failures only occur on some of the RPC endpoints (2), then
failures of one endpoint will affect the circuit breaker for all.
✓ Partitioning: To increase sensitivity, developers
must refactor code to partition RPC invocations that
need separate circuit breaking.

4.2

Increasing Sensitivity

Aligned with our key insight from the previous section, to
provide fault tolerance for each RPC method, we need to

refactor the code so that each RPC invocation to a different
RPC method has its own encapsulating method with its own
circuit breaker.
We depict this refactoring in Figure 5. By structuring our
code in this manner, it allows developers to specify precisely
the failures that should affect the circuit breaker for each
individual method. We demonstrate this using a different
exception type for each method.
Rather obviously, and as made clear by this example, this
is a rather counterintuitive implementation choice: in fact,
this implementation choice only makes sense when circuit
breakers are present as it goes against many common programming conventions regarding code reuse. In fact, if we
look at the progression from Figure 2 to Figure 5, the resulting implementation is arguably the most verbose, done only
to support circuit breaker behavior.
However, in the presence of method-explicit circuit breakers it makes sense: using a method-explicit circuit breaker
implies that circuit breaker behavior is scoped to the invoking method. Similarly, a client-explicit circuit breaker would
require different clients; and a callsite-explicit circuit breaker
would require different call sites for each RPC invocation for
precise circuit breakers.
✓ Scope Partitioning: When partitioning to increase
sensitivity, partitioning must be performed with respect
to the scope of the circuit breaker, at minimum: for
example, the callsite, the method, or the client.

5

CASE STUDY #2: NONDETERMINISM

In the previous section, we identified how a minor refactoring
of the orders service, in order to abstract the method used
for RPC invocation, introduced several complexities when
it came to circuit breakers. In that example, existing circuit
breaker designs only provided the proper sensitivity when
the application was designed with circuit breakers in mind.
In this section, we explore how the use of abstraction, to
support a minor variation on the same set of application
behaviors, complicates the use of circuit breakers. In short,
we demonstrate that if applications need to support these
types of designs, existing circuit breakers are only sufficient
under one, of many, possible different application designs.
An implementation of these examples in Python is available as an extension to the Filibuster microservice application corpus [36] on GitHub [12].
For this case study, we are going to expand our food delivery application to support takeout orders in addition to
delivery. This might sound straightforward; however when
a takeout order is cancelled, a different process needs to be
performed to cancel the order. As most of the code needs to
be parameterized on whether or not an order is a takeout or
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@orders.method('takeout/cancel')
def takeout_order_cancellation(oid : String):
res = issue_takeout_auth_delete_rpc([oid])

4
5
6
7
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@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_takeout_auth_delete_rpc(args):
return rpc(takeout_auth, "delete", args)

5
6
7

(a) by Invoking Method and Invoked Service
1
2
3

@orders.method('takeout/cancel')
def takeout_order_cancellation(oid : String):
res = issue_auth_delete_rpc("delete", [oid, 'takeout'])

4
5
6
7

2
3

1
2
3

6
7

@orders.method("delete")
def order_cancellation(oid : String, type : String):
res = issue_auth_delete_rpc(type, [oid])

4

@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_delete_rpc(method, args):
return rpc(auth, method, args)

@orders.method("delete")
def order_cancellation(oid : String, type : String):
res = issue_auth_delete_rpc(type, [oid])

4
5

@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_delete_rpc(method, args):
return rpc(auth, method, args)

(b) by Invoking Method and Invoked Method

5
6
7

(c) by Invoking Method and Invoked Args
1

@orders.method('takeout/cancel')
def takeout_order_cancellation(oid : String):
res = issue_auth_delete_rpc('takeout/delete', [oid])

@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_delete_rpc(type, args):
return rpc('{}_auth'.format(type), "delete", args)

(d) by Invoking Args and Invoked Service
1
2
3

@orders.method("delete")
def order_cancellation(oid : String, type : String):
res = issue_auth_delete_rpc([oid, type])

4

@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_delete_rpc(type, args):
return rpc(auth, '{}/delete'.format(type), args)

(e) by Invoking Args and Invoked Method

5
6
7

@circuit(expected_exception=RPCException)
def issue_auth_delete_rpc(args):
return rpc(auth, "delete", args)

(f) by Invoking Args and Invoked Args

Figure 6: Possible parameterizations of Figure 5 (abr.) to support both delivery and takeout.
delivery order, the developers have a number of design decisions that they now face, which we will discuss below. We
assume, as a starting point, the refactored implementation
presented in the previous section: see Figure 5.
When implementing this new functionality, the developers
of the application realize that the code needs to be parameterized based on whether the order is a takeout or delivery order.
There are six possible choices for this parameterization.
First, the developers have to decide on whether or not
they want to parameterize the cancellation method’s name
on whether it is delivery or takeout. If they decide this, they
then have to decide which of the following subsequent parameterizations they want: parameterization of the invoked
RPC service, method, or arguments. Second, the developers
may also choose to include the order type in the parameters
of the cancellation method. The same three choices apply for
the second parameterization: the RPC service they invoke;
the RPC method they invoke; or the invocation arguments.
We depict these parameterizations in Figure 6. In the following discussion of these parameterizations, we refer to
the method invoked on the orders service as invoking: this
indicates that it is currently executing. When discussing the
method on the auth service, we will refer to it as invoked to
indicate that it is called by the invoking service.

(1) by Invoking Method and
(a) Invoked Service. (Figure 6a) Requires that developers both duplicate the invoking method’s functionality, once for each order type.
(b) Invoked Method. (Figure 6b) Improves on 1a, as
while it still requires duplication of code on the invoking side, it does not require creation of a new
service as it parameterizes the method that it calls.
(c) Invoked Args. (Figure 6c) Further improves on 1b,
as while it still requires the same duplication, it does
not require creation of a new method on the invoked
service, but rather allows the developer to use arguments for control flow.
(2) by Invoking Args and
(a) Invoked Service. (Figure 6d) Reduces the need for
function duplication by only modifying the argument list for the invoking method to contain the
order type. From here, the developer can use the
type parameter to derive the service that should be
invoked; however, it does require the creation of a
new service and that may require the same duplication as we saw in 1a.
(b) Invoked Method. (Figure 6e) Improves on 2a, as
while it still requires the modifications to include a
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new argument to the invoking method, it parameterizes the invoked method, similar to 1b.
(c) Invoked Args. (Figure 6f) Further improves on 2b,
as while it still requires the modifications to the invoking method, all other changes are made to the
method on the invoked service, similar to 1c.
DoorDash. DoorDash has opted for 2c in existing application code. This maximizes code reuse of the invoked service
while minimizing duplication in both the invoked and invoking services. As we will see in the following section, where
we introduce an application bug and want to increase sensitivity this design happens to be one of most challenging.

5.1

Adding Circuit Breakers

In this section, we introduce an application bug to demonstrate the challenges of increasing sensitivity using our application designs from the previous section.
This bug we introduce only affects one type of order: takeout orders, when cancelled, return an error. However, the
bug does not affect when orders are created or modified. This
bug is localized in the auth service. In the examples where
the auth service has been duplicated with two variants for
each order type, we assume the bug only exists in the service
for takeout orders. This application bug is inspired by an
actual bug experienced by DoorDash where order cancellation was broken for all orders because of a bug affecting one
particular order type.
As before, the methods that encapsulate the RPC invocations in Figure 6 are annotated with method-explicit circuit
breakers. While this presentation is focused on this type,
the issues discussed apply to both callsite- and client-explicit.
This is consistent with our Scope Partitioning insight.
To start, we consider the case of 1a. Example 1a, presented
in Figure 6a, duplicates both the invoking method and the
method encapsulating the invoked RPC. Therefore, since
the RPC’s encapsulating method is only used for takeout
order cancellations, a method-explicit circuit breaker work
perfectly for disabling the malfunctioning method on the
takeout auth service.
5.1.1 Path-Sensitivity. If we compare this to the rest of the
designs, examples 1b through 2c, we see that all of these
application designs suffer from the aforementioned problems
of method indirection. Therefore, when these circuits open,
they will disable invocations to the cancellation for both takeout and delivery. This reinforces our Partitioning insight.
That is, to achieve precise method-based fault tolerance using
method-explicit circuit breaking, the encapsulating methods
must be duplicated for each method.
In examples 1b and 1c however, the invoking RPC methods
are parameterized to indicate the target RPC service, method,

or argument. For example, in 1b, the invoking method is
takeout/cancel. This would indicate that a circuit breaker
that is aware of the RPC invocation path would have the correct sensitivity needed to disable the malfunctioning method.
✓ Path-sensitivity: Circuit breakers aware of the invocation path, improve the sensitivity of circuit breaking.

5.1.2 Context-Sensitivity. Examples 2a, 2b, and 2c, prove
to be the most difficult application designs. In each of these
examples, a shared encapsulating method is used for each
RPC invocation and the methods that call these shared methods are also shared. The only differentiation in this example
is done through a parameter provided in the argument list.
This is a textbook example of data nondeterminism where a
provided argument dictates subsequent control flow. In the
specific case of 2a, the provided argument determines the
service to invoke; in 2b, the provided argument determines
the method to invoke; and in 2c, the provided argument is
passed through to the auth service in it’s argument list.
The only way to distinguish these RPCs, sufficiently to
use method-explicit circuit breaking to provide the correct
sensitivity for a single method on the specific auth service
invoked, is to inspect the contents of the RPC arguments at
the invoking service. We remind the reader that since the
method-explicit circuit breaker is checked upon entry into
the enclosing method, the exact arguments of the RPC that is
about to be invoked are not yet known. For example, string
interpolation, as used in both 2a and 2b, may change the
service or method after the circuit breaker is checked.
✓ Context-sensitivity: Circuit breakers, aware of the
invoking RPC’s arguments, can further improve the
sensitivity of circuit breaking.

6

IMPLICATIONS

In order to provide guidance to the developers of microservice applications, it is necessary to first provide a more abstract view on the impact of application design on circuit
breaker design selection and how it relates to sensitivity.
To do this, we use an example of an application composed
of 3 services: A, B, and C. In this application, A issues an
RPC to B; when B receives and RPC from A, it first issues an
RPC to C and waits for a response before responding to A.
Now, the developer wants to extend A with conditional
functionality where B will invoke D instead of C depending
on what arguments are provided to A. This can be seen as
an abstraction of the example Section 5, Figure 6, Example
1a, where a new service is conditionally executed based on
the arguments to earlier RPCs. Additionally, the application
developer wants to use circuit breakers to ensure either the
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failure of C or D are properly tolerated. For this example,
we assume a single RPC method for both C and D.
The developer has to make several choices at this point.
First, do they prefer infrastructure- or application-level circuit breakers? If they prefer application-level, do they prefer
transparent or explicit? If they opt for explicit, do they prefer
client, method, or callsite circuit breakers? Finally, will their
selection provide the correct sensitivity?
To understand the implications of application design and
circuit breaker choice on sensitivity, we present the following
decision tree in Figure 7. Here, we explore the implications
of one specific choice of circuit breaker, callsite-transparent,
on all possible application parameterizations when adding
this new feature. The callsite-transparent circuit breaker
maximizes both transparency and scope, thereby minimizing
developer overhead in application and providing the most
graunlar scope: the callsite where the RPC invocation occurs.
However, transparency implies that the application of the
circuit breaker cannot automatically determine the RPC’s
service, method, or arguments from the in-scope variables, as
this is generally undecidable. Therefore, it can only be aware
of what has already occurred prior to the RPC invocation.
This is generally true for all of the designs we observed, with
the exception of the client-explicit design.
To understand the implications of the client-transparent
choice, we start by looking at the implications of choosing a
transparent infrastructure-level circuit breaker, as it forms
the core component of an application-level circuit breaker.
(1) When a new service E is created to support the additional
functionality of D, a infrastructure-level circuit breaker
provides the necessary sensitivity for application bugs
as invocations occur on a new service.
(2) Alternatively, when an existing service B is parameterized to support the conditional invocation of D, either
path or context sensitivity is necessary to provide the
correct sensitivity.
We note that any further parameterization of A to support
the conditional invocation of either C or D has no effect on
circuit breaker selection.
Recall that we did not observe any implementations of the
callsite-transparent circuit breaker design: its an ideal design
that combines all of the desirable properties of the implementations we did observe. Therefore, we use it as a reference
point. In Figure 8, we present decision trees for the four circuit breaker designs that we observed and identified concrete
implementations for: callsite-explicit, method-explicit, 1 clientexplicit, and N client-explicit. We highlight the differences in
each diagram from the callsite-transparent design.
• Callsite-explicit. If a different circuit breaker is used and
manually installed at each call site of an RPC, a developer
can manually configure that circuit breaker accordingly
so that it has the necessary sensitivity. This is by far the
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approach with the most overhead. It requires manually creating a circuit breaker for the proper sensitivity, manually
incrementing the failure and success counters, and writing
the appropriate conditionals to guard the invocation.
• Method-explicit. Path-sensitivity is needed to provide the
correct sensitivity for invocations in shared methods and
differ only by the RPC invocation path when the RPC service, method, and arguments are inaccessible — as they
are when using decorators that guard method invocations. When the path differs only by arguments, contextsensitivity is required.
• 1 client-explicit. The introduction of a different path early
in the RPC invocation chain ensures that path-sensitivity
can provide the correct sensitivity. This avoids the need
for context-sensitivity.
• N client-explicit. If developers are willing to stomach the
performance penalties and development overhead of using
a new RPC client for each invocation, existing client circuit
breaker designs provides the correct sensitivity, as they
mimic the behavior of the callsite-explicit.
In this example, we only consider adding functionality
where a single new method is added and therefore can be
added, in isolation, to a new service. In the even that there is
shared functionality, as discussed in our second case study,
further duplication depending on circuit breaker choice is
required. This is consistent with Scope Partitioning.
6.0.1 Armeria. One notable exception here is the Armeria
circuit breaker. Ameria allows for the specification of circuit breaker rules that can be added to either a client or
callsite circuit breaker, although this information could be
provided manually for any callsite circuit breaker. These
rules allow for partitioning of the circuit breaker state for
the RPC invocation based on the invoked host, service, or
method. However, these rules only get you so far.
For example, consider the scenario where both a Service W
and a Service X invoke a method on Service Y, which invokes
a single RPC method on Service Z before returning an answer
to its caller. Now, only the invocations that originate from
W — not X — cause exceptions in the call from Y to Z. In this
case, partitioning the circuit breaker state by invoked host,
service, or method is insufficient for the proper sensitivity
to failures caused by the path originating at W.

6.1

Proposed Implementations

Both path- and context-sensitive circuit breakers require that
the RPC invocation path is tracked and propagated across all
RPC invocations for a single request issued by the end user.
To achieve this, we envision the use of a technique we have
been developing separately as part of a larger initiative in
fault injection testing at DoorDash [19]: distributed execution
indexing (DEI) [37].
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Figure 7: Decision tree relating abstraction choices to required circuit breaker sensitivites.
DEI is an algorithm for generating unique identifiers —
called execution indexes — for individual RPC invocations
that are tolerant to control flow changes, function indirection,
data, and scheduling nondeterminism. These identifiers are
both more abstract and more precise than existing techniques
for assigning identifiers to RPCs. For example, by avoiding
sensitivity to execution order under concurrent execution
and by ensuring identifiers remain stable under branching
control flow (c.f., 3MileBeach [51].)
Our implementation of DEI integrates directly into the
widely used open-source OpenTelemetry distributed tracing
framework and can automatically instrument our microservices with execution indexes through the use of a runtime
parameter that is supplied to the JVM. Therefore, our plan
is to augment our existing Armeria circuit breaker rule –
the per path rule that contains the invoked RPC service and

method – with the inclusion of a DEI that will allow us to
encode the RPC invocation path thereby providing pathsensitivity. We envision that a similar design would work for
method-explicit circuit breakers as well.
Context-sensitivity may prove more problematic to implement in practice, as it needs to be aware of the arguments of
the RPC invocation. While the DEI approach has the ability
to include the arguments into the execution index that it generates for each RPC invocation, we believe that more often
than not only a subset of the arguments should be included
into these identifiers. For example, in the case of our second
case study, we would most likely want to perform circuit
breaking on order type, but perhaps not the user identifier or
line item number, or order creation time for a takeout order,
as the application bug most likely would not be dependent on
these fields — but, may be. Therefore, for context-sensitivity
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Figure 8: Decision trees determining circuit breaker sensitivity choice based on application structure.
to work in practice, we imagine that a mechanism would
be required to determine the arguments that should be included. We envision that this could be achieved through the
use of custom circuit breaker rules that indicate arguments
that should be excluded when generating execution indexes
installed at each RPC location where a RPC client is created.
Takeaways. We look at these two designs as complimentary and feel that there is need for both. Path-sensitivity
meets the sweet spot of minimal developer overhead with
proper sensitivity when the application is designed accordingly. Context-sensitivity is a more expensive approach but
fulfills a need where an application has already been designed and must be retrofitted with circuit breakers to increase reliability until the code can be refactored. Therefore,
we recommend developers avoid easier to implement application designs that require context-sensitivity over slightly
more verbose designs that support path-sensitivity.

7

OPEN CHALLENGES

Circuit breakers remain an area of limited academic study
where further research would be beneficial for addressing
the challenges of correctly applying them. These challenges
arise because proper placement and configuration of a circuit breaker is non-trivial. If used too coarsely, outside of the
application, they may reduce reliability. If used too finely,
inside of the application, they may misinterpret control flow

or other application behavior as errors and also reduce reliability. Even further, the faults that the system experiences
may be unpredictable and interact with circuit breakers in
unexpected ways.
The two case studies presented in this paper were abstract
descriptions of scenarios and failure modes that we have
experienced at DoorDash. We have also experienced issues
with infrastructure-level circuit breaking as well, where these
circuit breakers have been scoped too broadly and reduced
the overall reliability of the application when trying to react
and respond to faults where a circuit breaker has disabled
correctly functioning parts of our platform. But, failures
are not always related only to scope. We demonstrate by
providing two other examples that show how external actors
can alter internal circuit breaker state and how aspects of
the programming language itself — if properly handled —
can make circuit breakers not function as expected.
Requests that originate outside of the platform can affect
the circuit breakers that are used internally to the platform
for reliability. In one example, a bot that was crawling our
site was issuing malformed HTTP requests. These requests
caused an internal service, several levels deep in the application graph, to return a HTTP 400 Bad Request response back
to the service that took it as a direct dependency. The service that received that 400 Bad Request response converted
that error into a 500 Internal Server Error when a generic
error handler was hit, this response was then returned to
its upstream service. This upstream service then counted
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this error response against the RPCs error counters until the
circuit breaker opened and disabled this path. Therefore, an
outside user of the service was able to trigger an internal
circuit breaker which caused an outage for other users of the
service when the circuit breaker was tripped.
Circuit breakers may also be misconfigured with respect
to aspects of the programming language. In one example,
Service A does a wide fanout to Services B, C, D, and E using
coroutines to issue the RPCs concurrently. Then, the circuit
breaker between A and E opens, but E has not received any
RPCs from A and therefore did not return any errors that
would have counted against the circuit breaker between A
and E. In this example the circuit breaker between A and E
opened because Service B was immediately returning errors
— and because of coroutine scoping where all coroutines were
issued under a shared scope — the RPCs between A and C, D,
and E were cancelled if not already complete. As cancellation
is performed by raising an exception, a circuit breaker that
was not configured to ignore cancellation exceptions counted
them as errors for the circuit breaker between A and E.
Circuit breaker placement and configuration is also an
area that merits further research. For example, what is the
impact of failure detection speed when partitioning state
across circuit breakers that are sensitive to a particular RPC
method, host, or service? Does the placement of the circuit
breaker (e.g., callsite vs. method) impact what the threshold
configurations should be for that circuit breaker? Does transparency impact how developers write or refactor code for
proper sensitivity? How should a developer be alerted when
a circuit breaker is scoped too coarsely?
At DoorDash, we have only started investigating these
questions [19] by extending the Filibuster [36] fault injection tool with the ability to target a precise circuit breaker for
mechanical verification. For example, does the circuit breaker
open and then close based on a given threshold of faults, fault
types, and a specific workload. However, this is only the start.
The next steps are to extend this work to ensure that when
a circuit breaker does open that it does not simultaneously
affect the system in adverse ways. Understanding how to
specify that in a way that can be mechanized and applied
across our platform is still an open research question.

8

RELATED WORK

In terms of the “end-to-end argument” [45], circuit breakers
address the reliability of individual services when application bugs occur in their dependent services. This aspect of
fault tolerance is required even when the underlying cluster
manager automatically handles crash failures and the RPC
framework ensures reliable delivery. The first reference to
the use of circuit breakers as a technique for improving the
reliability of a microservice application is from Fowler &

Nygard [29]. Hole [31] then identified them as a key technology required in building anti-fragile cloud applications
and presented Netflix (and Hystrix [14]) as an exemplar.
Since then, several qualitative studies [22–24, 27, 32, 33,
35, 42, 44, 48, 50] have identified circuit breakers as a core
pattern used to improve reliability in microservice applications. However, as noted by some researchers [47], circuit
breakers remain an area of limited academic study. When
research does exist, it is primarily focused on the configuration of circuit breakers: for example, the dynamic tuning
of thresholds to improve availability [46], the use of model
checking to determine the optimal configuration to achieve
certain quality attributes [38], or the use of epidemic protocols for circuit breaker state dissemination to improve the
speed of failure detection [43].
Falahah et al. [28] performed a systematic mapping study
of 23 articles on circuit breakers, in isolation, to create a
conceptual model. Our taxonomy differs in two ways:
(1) They consider two different types of implementation
strategies: library, which they use for application-level circuit breakers, and proxy, which they use for infrastructurelevel circuit breakers. We use the latter, more descriptive
terminology — as most software is provided as a library
— to indicate whether the application has visibility into
the presence (or absence) of a circuit breaker.
(2) They use the property distribution to indicate the coarseness of a circuit breaker: per service, per host, or per
method. We refer to this property as sensitivity.
Academic work has touched on the topic of circuit breaker
testing. Heorhiadi et al. [30] proposed a fault injection tool,
Gremlin, that can verify the correct operation of a circuit
breaker given a specification of precisely what RPCs should
be prevented when in the open state. Meiklejohn et al. [37]
proposed a strategy for identifying when circuit breakers
were open using a novel indexing scheme for RPCs.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the use of circuit breakers to understand how application design influenced the effectiveness
of circuit breakers for fault tolerance. To do this, we used
two case studies. These case studies were inspired by both
industrial use cases and outages experienced at DoorDash, a
large food delivery platform.
We determined that not only are existing circuit breaker
designs insufficient for fault tolerance, but identified how
small common abstraction changes in application code can
drastically alter how circuit breakers work. To address these
deficiencies, we proposed two new designs for circuit breakers and envisioned how they could be implemented today.

Method Overloading the Circuit
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